A quantity ~r~., termed the purification factor, defines the potential state of purity realizable in a specimen that has undergone zone-refinement treatment. An exact analysis appears intractable, but neglect of the terminal zone perturbation (which becomes vanishingly small for the infinite ingot) allows a lower bound to be established on the remanent solute impurity. Such numerical values of ~rT are evaluated for some sensible distribution coefficients and zone dimensions involving a maximum of ten passes. An original expression for the solute impurity distribution is deduced and numerically appraised for a range of operational conditions not presently tabulated ; the relation has been applied to the indicated ~r determinati~ms.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose here is to describe in some detail a useful parameter for characterizing the progress made at any stage of the zone-refining process. In doing so, it may also be of value to present still another manner for expressing the impurity distribution which evidently lends itself more readily to numerical calculation. Thus a quantity identified as a purification factor is explicitly evaluated for a range of conditions considered to be representative of zone-refining practice.
Actually, the present treatment is restricted to an upper bound identification of the degree of purification attained during the refinement precedure ; analytic treatment of the terminal zone effect does not appear to be tractable, although the correction could be numerically evaluated. The technique of terminal zone cropping tends to moderate the departure from the ideal purification factor since it operates to offset the approach to an equilibrium impurity distribution. A brief description of this approach was offered earlier (1 where the total impurity solute S. is expressed in terms of the coniponents St,., the solute in the purified zone after the n th pass, Su,,,, the solute in the liquid zone, SHr,.-1, the solute in the remaining ingot from the previous pass, exclusive of the terminal zone, which nmst be smnnled over Si,.-1 for the maximum accumulation of impurity after n -1 passes. The compartmental distribution of impurity then is prescribed by the relations
where l is the zone length and k is the solute distribution coefficient. Thus for the fraction of solute impurity removed after the n *h pass P. there derives (3) whereas for the cunmlative removal of impurity it follows that ( f0 )
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The fraction of impurity yet to be transferred to the terminal zone may be defined as the purification factor 7rT and is clearly the result
Explicit calculation of the purification factor demands identification of C.(x) and the subsequent evaluation of Eq. 4; the next section deals with this aspect.
ELABORATION OF THE PT RELATION*: A NEW FORM FOR Cn(X)
The detailed calculations of the purification factors are based upon a form of C. (x) not previously described in the literature (2) . Starting with the underlying equation (a) which specifies the spatial distribution wherein the K(,~_I) are integration constants prescribed by the initial condition cT,(x)!~=o = ke, e = ~-. (S) when utilized in conjunction with
C(._~)(x)dx
In the appendix are provided details for tile inductive prescription of Q. (x) in the generalized form of C,,(x) which resembles that of the single pass result:
(n -p)! and the diverse Ap in turn given by
In (10c) the Sm takes on values determined fronl (lOb)
Typically, for j = 1, A1 = 1 and Q1 = 1. In Table I These results of C,(x)/Co are restricted to the infinite bar (that is, terminal zone freezing neglected) and supplement data now incorporated as standard matter (2) . The validity of Eqs. 10 is thus established. (
whence the purification factor may be written in the form (Cf. Fig. 1.) lJ. I:. [. 
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APPENDIX
The Q,,(x) coefficients of Eq. 10a assume successively the values: 
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